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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as part of the MSc in Strategic Product Design at the In-
ternational Hellenic University.  
This dissertation is about a furniture that is collapsible. Saving space is one of the big-
gest challenges in Industrial design and architecture. The object that will be created in 
this dissertation is a combination of a staircase, an office and a bookcase. The combi-
nation of those already exists but not in a collapsible form. This is an attempt to make 
a safe yet aesthetically pleasing constriction.   
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Introduction 
The field of collapsibility in industrial design is really interesting and challeng-
ing. This dissertation will explore the mechanisms, the aesthetic and the practicality of 
a structure. The structure will be a combination of a desk a bookcase and a staircase. 
The goals of this research are to create a structure that will save space. . It doesn’t 
matter if you live in a 40 square meter apartment or in a 400 square meter mansion 
you want to have as much space as possible. There is a need for foldable furniture and 
furniture that transform. There are already a lot of products in the market but there is 
still a huge need in this kind of product. Aiming to an interesting piece of furniture in 
the space with kinetic properties. Books for standard dimensions and books of ergo-
nomics will contribute to this design. Also some patents are very useful. This furniture 
is intended for tow story buildings/apartments or professional spaces with a loft. Look-
ing on existing products there are some issues that need attention. Some of them are 
not functioning properly, they luck in aesthetics (because function is prioritized), hard 
to use or complicate to operate. The final product in this dissertation will be a combi-
nation of existing products. Attempting to optimize function and aesthetics while tak-
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Literature review 
In this chapter there are important pieces of my research on staircases, desks and 
bookcases. Also a research on hinges and articulation. 
Staircases, bookcases and desks 
Staircase is a construction designed to bridge a large vertical distance by dividing it into 
smaller vertical distances, called steps. Stairs may be straight, round, or may consist of 
two or more straight pieces connected at angles. Special types of stairs include escala-
tors and ladders. Some alternatives to stairs are elevators, stairlifts and inclined mov-
ing walkways as well as stationary inclined sidewalks. (Wikipedia) 
The main issue with staircases is safety. There are strict standards on tread and rise of 
the step. The height of the banister and the size of the hole on the Slab in between 
floors. Those issues are extensively analyzed in the bible of architecture, Neufert. Also 
standard dimensions of bookcases and desks can be found in this book.  
Staircases have been around for millennia. There are several theories for the first ap-
pearance of staircase but the most popular is a mention in one of the stories of Confu-
cius in 55 BC. Bookcases first appear in Roman Empire in 550 AC. Desks, as a furniture 
to read and wright, are a relatively resent concept. There is a depiction dating in the 
15th century that indicates this use. 
As previously mentioned the point of this dissertation is to create a collapsible furni-
ture that saves space. The idea is to combine those three furniture in order take full 
advance of the corner that a standard staircase would be. This hybrid of traditional 
furniture will be permanently fixed on the wall and will feature collapsible parts. 
Those are some examples of staircases bookcases and desks that influence my final 
design.  







Picture 1: sliding staircase (source: pinterest) 
Picture 2: traditional Japanese step-chest (source: pinterest) 
Picture 3: classic staircase vs alternating tread (source: pinterest) 
 
The alternating tread staircase (pic3 left) that will be incorporated in the design is an 
incredibly smart arrangement of the steps in order to increase the inclination of the 
pitch line. This way the staircase cover fewer square meters on the floor. 
Hinges and articulation.  
In order to achieve collapsibility you’ll need hinges and articulation to achieve a rigid 
construction with movable parts.  
Hinges.  
There is almost infinite number of hinges. They have been used for thousands of years. 
Usually hinges has no left or right side because when you turn them upside down you 
have the opposite movement. Most of them are able to move at list 90 degrees. The 
main categories of hinges are: 
 Cabinet hinges 
 Door hinges 
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 Furniture hinges 
 Gate hinges. 
 Special hinges (allowing more complicate movement than axial rotation). 
 Shutter and window hinges. 
Picture 4: sliding staircase (source: kapcomponents.com) 
 
Also there are hinges that you can screw or nail on and hinges that can be welded. 
Most common hinges are the screwable. Some more specific hinges are: 
Butt hinge, used on doors or furniture. It is very common and it feature two rectangu-
lar pieces of metal with holes (for the screws). Those pieces of metal are connected by 
a small rod. 
T-hinge it was named after its shape resembling the letter T. This kind of hinge is very 
common on chests and front doors and gates. It is visible so it is not that common for 
doors inside the house. It is consisted of a vertical and a horizontal piece of metal con-
nected with a pin. 
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Strap hinge, this hinge is similar to T-hinge but moth metal parts are horizontal. It is 
visible, this way it is used for utility purposes.  
Gate hinges are consisted of two parts, an L shaped screw and a horizontal metal part. 
The L shaped screw on the long part of the L has grooves and goes in the wall/wood 
frame and on the short part of the L goes the metal part and it functions like a pin. This 
hinge exists in small variety of sizes usually 12 to 15 cm.  
Double-acting hinge is more complex than the other hinges. This hinge allows the door 
to move both ways in and out.  
Soss hinge is named after the inventor. This hinge is completely hidden. Because of 
that they are a bit hard to install but they can bear a dissent amount of load. Another 
con is that they are expensive.  
Piano/continuous hinge as the name suggests it is long. Its function is similar to butt 
hinge. It is called piano hinge because every piano has one on the clavier cover. 
Articulation.  
There are several types of mechanical articulation (also called as joints). Of course they 
are inspired by nature and mort of theme by human joints. In general objects have six 
degrees of freedom in three dimensional spaces. Three degrees of translation along 
the three axis of the Cartesian system (X,Y,Z) and three of rotation around the three 
axis (X,Y,Z). Joints allow or prevent free movement in the six degrees of freedom and 
there are six types of joints: 
 Plain joint or gliding joint. This type of joint allows the movement on a certain 
plane and upwards away from this plane (picture 5, number 1). 
 Pivot joint allows rotational movement around an axis (picture 5, number 2). 
 Hinge joint allows radial movement of two parts that are moving around an ax-
is. This movement goes only in one direction (picture 5, number 3). 
 Condyloid joint allows the movement on an egg type of ball joint (picture 5, 
number 4). 
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 Saddle joint allows movement back and forth and up and down, but it does not 
allow rotation like ball and socket joint (picture 5, number 5). 
 Ball and socket joint allow radial movement in almost any direction (picture 5, 
number 6). 
Picture 5: types of joints (source smartdraw.com) 
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Furniture presentation 
In this chapter the collapsible furniture is presented. 
Furniture description and Renders 
Picture 6: the furniture in a room (neutral position) 
After doing an extensive research on joints and hinges and trying deferent design this 
is the final product. The materials used in the visible parts are light oak wood, alumi-
num and rubber. Because the structure is complicated and there are too many fea-
tures it is been decided to use the materials in their natural color. This structure will 
take a lot of space and it is tall so the materials are in light colors in order to avoid hav-
ing an aesthetically heavy appearance. Also the materials are suitable to withstand a 
human standing on the staircase. Another advantage is that they are long lasting. The 
main feature in this structure is that it is a staircase. This king of structure needs to be 
there “forever”. The first part of the steps is a ladder (picture 7) with alternating tread.  
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Picture 7: alternating tread ladder 
This arrangement of steps helps to increase the inclination of the pitch line. This stiffer 
inclination does not affect the way you move up the ladder. It needs exactly the same 
effort as a regular staircase. The only restriction is that you need to start climbing up 
the stairs with your left foot, 
then your right and you alternate 
till you rich the top. That’s why it 
is called alternating tread (tread 
is the top surface of the step). 
The big benefit is that when the 
staircase is in usable position this 
part does not take as much 
space in the room as a regular 
staircase (picture 8).Another is-
sue is that it does not reach too 
high when it is in vertical posi-
tion. This ladder is standing on two wheels on the floor and a rod on the top. And there 
is an aluminum banister that is collapsible too. On the alternating tread staircase there  
Picture 8: Alternating tread usable position 
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are eleven steps. The last six steps 
are on the top of the bookcase/desk 
and five of them are collapsible (pic-
ture 9). Those five steps are made 
out of aluminum sheet and they are 
screw on five independent wood 
boards. This allows them to move up 
and down in different heights. In 
this part of the staircase the banister 
is glass. The glass banister is fixed on 
the slab. There is a groove on the 
top of the furniture that stabilizes 
the glass to avoid oscillations that 
might crack the glass. The weight of 
the banister is carried by the slab (it 
is hanging) because it is best to 
avoid adding forces to the main 












Picture 9: Six steps/glass banister 
Picture 10: desk extension and drawers 
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shelves but when they used as steps there is access only to the first one. Sliding down 
the board an extra desk has formed (picture 10) and the bookcase is revealed behind 
the board. The desk has a long piano hinge (picture 11, number 1) and a vertical rail 
that helps to stabilize it and guides the movement (picture 12). The desk part with the 
drawers can rotate ninety degrees in order to form a π working area. This movement is 
allowed by the wheels and an axial hinge (pivot type of joint) as you can see in the pic-
ture 13. 
Picture 11: piano hinge (1), pivot hinge (2) 
Picture 12: vertical rail 
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Picture 13: rotating table section, pivot joint 
There is a set of four drawers. Those drawers are sliding on a double rail on their right 
side. There was a need to have a double rail (picture 14) and four pins (picture 15) in 
order to stabilize them. This is an aesthetic choice because the intention is that the 
drawers to have the illusion of floating when they are fully opened. The double rail is 








Picture 14: double rail 
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Picture 15: four pins at the back end of the drawer 
There are also three cabinets on the top of the wooden part of the structure. The 
doors of the cabinets are made out of aluminum sheets. The dimensions of the last six 
steps are according to standard (Neufert book). The last two steps are circular; it is an 
aesthetic choice rather than a practical. That being said there will be no problem going 
up and down on those steps considering that when we use a ladder the steps are four 
to seven cm wide. The whole furniture should be fixed on the walls for extra support 
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Picture 16: dimensions in neutral position (mm) 
At the drawing (picture 16) you can see the dimension of the furniture when it is in 
neutral position. The Height of the aluminum banister (3320mm) exceeds the height of 
the ceiling (3000mm) that there is the big hole in the slab so there is not an obstacle 
for it. Also the glass banister (4250mm) exceeds the ceiling height because you need it 
to grip on it passing the ceiling. The recommended width for a staircase for a single 
climber is 700mm (Neufert). The furniture was made 860mm (width) because of the 
glass and the mechanisms so the usable space climbing the stairs is 780mm. This way 
the desk under the staircase and the bookcase are 800mm in depth. The collapsible 
desk has depth 635mm which is smaller than the standard (70mm-75mm) but there is 
no need for it to be bigger because the other (non collapsible) desk exceeds the stand-
ard dimensions. In neutral position the whole structure covers 3.4 square meters. 
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Picture 17: dimensions in active position (mm) 
When the ladder is pooled out in the active position the dimensions are 3303mm 
width. The inclination of the stairs is 58.9 degrees. Standard inclination in house stair-
cases is 24 degrees to 45 degrees. This is a big gain in square meters. In the active posi-
tion with the desk in usable position the furniture covers 11 square meters. So collaps-
ibility helps you save space of 7.6 square meters. Adding up all the previous chapters 
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Picture 18: section of glass banister, slab and brackets 
Picture 19: wheels of the ladder and rack guide gear 
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Picture 20: wheels of the rotating part of the desk 
Picture 21: drawer handles (left) 
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Lifting mechanisms research 
There are many ways to lift parts in a construction. The restriction that made this 
product complicate is that every panel needs to be lifted in a different height. 
Gear reducer 
This system is very rigid and sturdy and it does not break down easily. On a downer 
side it is a very heavy system because the five steps need at list two gears each, chain 
or belt for movement transition and a couple of gears 
that will transmit movement to a pinion and a rack. 
Although those gears are fixed on bearings the friction 
is really high and a motor is needed to move them. Fi-
nally gears are really expensive. The cons on this sys-
tem are really counterweighs the pros so it was reject-
ed. 
Picture 22: Gear reducer (source: google images) 
Double scissors 
This is a classic system used to lift parts but it is 
spacious. Each step need each own scissor system 
in order to rise in a different height. This system is 
heavy too and the problem of the friction re-
mains. Also five motor are needed to operate eve-
ry scissor independently. That raises the cost very 
high. For all those reasons this system was reject-
ed. 
Picture 23: Double scissors lifting table (source: google images) 
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Sliding wedge 
This is the simplest solution and the cheapest but it was rejected. The reason is that in 
order to function properly you need to open a hole in the wall and take some space of 
the next room (if there is a room next). As you can see in the sketch (Pictures 24, 25) 
pulling the ladder outwards the wire rope the wedge will be drifted under the steps 

















Picture 25: Sliding wedge in 
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Hydraulic cylinder 
This is also a very simple solution. Hydraulic cylinders are made for this exact function; 
to lift parts of a system. They are rigid; they can bear big amounts of force loads and 
don’t need maintenance.  They come in a variety of sizes so you can have them move 
on different heights. Each step needs a hydraulic cylinder and a hydraulic pump to 
move it. This solution though is really expensive and the cost of the construction will 





Picture 26: hydraulic cylinder (source: google images) 
Wire ropes and pulleys 
This solution is a bit more vulnera-
ble and not that much sturdy. A 
wire rope connected to each step 
and all of them attached to the 
ladder. Pulling the ladder outwards 
the wire ropes lift the steps guided 
by seven pulleys. This mechanism 
contributes to the aesthetic off the 
construction because pulleys are 
beautiful.  
Picture 27: wire ropes and pulleys                       . 
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Wedge with slot 
This idea is an evolution of the sliding wedge system. There is a slot on a board that 
initially is horizontal and then there is an inclination of 30 degrees. And those circles 
are small rods fixed on the steps. On the top sketch you can see that the steps are in 
neutral position. When the ladder moves outwards the inclined slot forces the rods to 
go upward moving the steps in the right position in order to use the staircase. The hor-
izontal slot is the neutral position of the steps.  This system was again rejected because 
of the space issue we had on the sliding wedge system.  This system need a hole on the 
wall so there is enough space to move.  
 
Picture 28: Wedge with slot sketch.  
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Rotating slider 
This is the final idea and it combines several of the previous mechanisms. This system 
was chosen because it balances out sturdiness and cost. It is a safe solution with a 
semi-complex structure.  
Picture 29: system of the staircase 
As you can see at the picture (Picture 29) there is a slider attached on the wood with a 
rotational pin. Moving the ladder outward the wire rope, guided be tow pulleys, lifts 
the slider. Then the slider forces 
the rods to move upwards. This 
way the steps are set to the po-
sition. On the wire rope hanging 
there is a counterweight. This 
helps the move to occur easier. 
 
Picture 30: System on neutral position              . 
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 The whole movement starts and stops by a motor. That moves the pinion (small gear) 
as shown in the picture (Picture 31). The gear movers the rack that is attached to the 
ladder and it pushes it outwards. At the same time the ladder pulls the wire rope. The 
wire rope goes around the pulleys and pulls up the slider. Pulling the rods that are 
fixed on the steps. Which finally place the steps at the right position in order to be able 
to step on the stairs.  
Picture 31: pinion, rack gear and counterweight 
 
This structure could be working fine without the motor but it’s been decided to be 
placed because when the motor is not working it locks the steps in place (and the 
whole structure). Considering the fact that a blackout might occur resulting to freezes 
your staircase. If this is an important con then the motor can be removed. But in this 
case a lock mechanism is mandatory to prevent the ladder from collapsing while 
someone is on the staircase. The banister moves independently. The user needs to po-
sition it accordingly when the arrangement changes. There is a trigger under the banis-
ter (picture 32) to release it from the current position that it is fixed.          
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Computer aided engineering on steps 
Analyzing the mechanical behavior on the last five steps of the stair. Those steps are 
made out of Aluminum 7075-T6. The rest of the steps have been designed bases on 
the standard dimensions (Neufert book)  
Stress Analysis. 
Aluminum 7075-T6 was chosen by comparing the yield point and the density of the 
available materials in Solidworks. The intention was to find a material with high yield 
point and low density. Low density is wanted because that means that the parts will be 
light weight. The step is screwed on vertical wooden board on one end. So the prob-
lem is similar to a cantilever. In the simulation design I fixed the six holes (green arrows 
picture 33) and a small area around the hole that will be covered by the bolt’s head. 
Forces that have been added to the structure are gravity (the red arrow shown in the 
picture 33). Also a vertical force load of 1700 Newton (an overweight person caring a 
heavy object) on a small area representing a footstep (picture 33 right). The force area 
is created closely to the free end of the step in order to analyses the case with the 






Picture 33: Fixed areas and gravity symbols (left). Force load area (right) 
 
 
Picture 34: Split load area on steps 2, 3, 4, 5. 
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Picture 35: mesh on the five steps. 
The stress analysis shows the yield point of the aluminum which is 505 N/mm^2(MPa). 
The maximum stress on this step is 51.67 N/mm^2(MPa) which means that it with-
stands the load of 1700N. Blue areas represent low stress concentration and red areas 
high stress concentration.  
 
Picture 36: Stress analysis step1  
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Same way the second step maximum stress is 65.56 N/mm^2(MPa). The third step 
maximum stress is 47.19 N/mm^2(MPa). The forth step maximum stress is 89.14 








Picture 37: Stress analysis steps 2, 3, 4 and 5 
The displacement is really important in this structure because right next to the free 
end of the step there is a banister made out of glass. The gap between those two is 
5mm. The displacement on the first step is 2.14mm. The displacement on the second 
step is 2.31mm. The displacement on the third step is 1.88mm. The displacement on 
the forth step is2.38mm. The displacement on the fifth step is 1.58mm. Blue areas rep-







Picture 38: Displacement on steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
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Safety factor was set to 2 and all the steps didn’t surpass the limit. If there were any 








Picture 39: Safety factor on steps 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 
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Dimensions optimization. 
After Solidworks verified that the steps can bear the load of 1700N the dimensions of 
the step need to be optimized. This way the cost and the weight of the steps will drop. 
In the proses of “Create New Design Study” the goal is to minimize the mass of each 
step. The dimensions that were chosen to be optimized are the thickness of the tube 
and the thickness of the back of each step. Next constrains where set. The stress in 
each step has to be between 0 and 252.5 (it is halve the yield point which is safety fac-




Table1: initial and optimized dimensions of the steps 
 Initial dimensions Optimized dimensions 
Back Tube Back Tube 
Step 1 4mm 4mm 2mm 2mm 
Step 2 4mm 4mm 1.5mm 4mm 
Step 3 4mm 4mm 1.5mm 2.5mm 
Step 4 4mm 4mm 1.5mm 2mm 
Step 5 4mm 4mm 1.5mm 2.5mm 
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Concluding this proses lowered the weight of each step significantly contributing to 
have a lighter construction and lower the cost buy using less aluminum.  In the table 
(Table 2) you can see the initial and the final mass of each step. 
 
Table2: initial and optimized mass of the steps 
 Initial mass Optimized mass 
Step 1 9813.56 grams 5018.20 grams 
Step 2 10224.66 grams 9716.58 grams 
Step 3 7879.08 grams 4886.52 grams 
Step 4 10020.82 grams 4976.42 grams 
Step 5 7737.30 grams 4778.42 grams 
 
The construction got 16299.28 grams lighter. 
For more details on the stress analysis and the optimization you can look at the ap-
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Appendix 
 
Simulation of  Step 1 
 
Date: Δευτέρα, 27 Φεβρουαρίου 2017 
Designer: Phaethon Vandoros 
Study name: Static 1 
Analysis type: Static 
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Model name: skali 1 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
Result folder SOLIDWORKS document (E:\ptixiaki) 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 





Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 





Yield strength: 5.05e+008 N/m^2 
Tensile strength: 5.7e+008 N/m^2 
Elastic modulus: 7.2e+010 N/m^2 
Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 
Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-2 
 
Entities: 17 face(s) 
Type: Fixed Geometry 
 
Resultant Forces 
Components X Y Z Resultant 
Reaction force(N) 1.28236 1793.76 -2.04433 1793.76 
Reaction Moment(N.m) 0 0 0 0 
  
 
Load name Load Image Load Details 
Gravity-1 
 
Reference: Top Plane 





Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal 
force 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 26.4167 mm 
Tolerance 1.32084 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 18427 
Total Elements 9129 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 49.91 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 2.82 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 3.67 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:06 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 
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Sensor Details 
 
Sensor name Location Sensor Details 
Mass1 
 
Value : 9821.18975 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Sensors1 
 
Value : 1 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :URES:   Resultant Dis-
placement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Stress1 
 
Value : 51.6704 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Displacement1 
 
Value : 0.000450461 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.00769288 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 




Value : 9.77349 
Entities : 
Result :Factor of Safety 
Component :Automatic 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Resultant Forces 
Reaction forces 
Selection set Units Sum X Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire Model N 1.28236 1793.76 -2.04433 1793.76 
Reaction Moments 
Selection set Units Sum X Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
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Study Results 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Stress1 VON: von Mises 
Stress 
0.0011931 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Node: 51 
51.6704 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Node: 9800 
 
skali 1-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
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skali 1-Static 1-Displacement-Displacement1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
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skali 1-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
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Description 
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Model name: skali 2 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Material Properties 
Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 















Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 
Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-1 
 
Entities: 18 face(s) 
Type: Fixed Geometry 
 
Resultant Forces 
Components X Y Z Resultant 
Reaction force(N) -1.20954 1797.57 -0.334225 1797.57 
Reaction Mo-
ment(N.m) 









Reference: Top Plane 





Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal force 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 26.9995 mm 
Tolerance 1.34997 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 18342 
Total Elements 9165 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 37.376 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 2.7 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 7.48 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:06 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 
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Sensor Details 
 
Sensor name Location Sensor Details 
Stress1 
 
Value : 9508.15 psi 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement1 
 
Value : 0.011219 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.000579367 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
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Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass1 
 
Value : 10224.6605 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Stress2 
 
Value : 65.5564 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Stress3 
 
Value : 65.5564 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement3 
 
Value : 0.000579367 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement4 
 
Value : 0.011219 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
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Selection set Units Sum X Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire 
Model 




Units Sum X 
Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire 
Model 
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Study Results 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Stress1 VON: von Mises Stress 0.000288865 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Node: 18320 
65.5564 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Node: 13673 
 
skali 2-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
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skali 2-Static 1-Displacement-Displacement1 
 
 
Name Type Min Max 




Name Type Min Max 





skali 2-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
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Model name: skali 3 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Material Properties 




Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 















Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 
Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-1 
 





Components X Y Z 
Re-
sultant 
Reaction force(N) 0.204588 1777 -2.38152 1777 
Reaction Mo-
ment(N.m) 









Reference: Top Plane 





Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal 
force 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 23.7032 mm 
Tolerance 1.18516 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 17084 
Total Elements 8511 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 41.838 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 3.5 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 3.87 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:05 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 
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Sensor Details 
 
Sensor name Location Sensor Details 
Stress1 
 
Value : 47.1935 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement1 
 
Value : 0.71901 mm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UX: X Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass1 
 
Value : 7886.70586 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
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Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass2 
 
Value : 7886.70586 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 




Value : 10.7006 
Entities : 
Result :Factor of Safety 
Component :Automatic 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Stress2 
 
Value : 47.1935 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.0277354 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement3 
 
Value : 0.00712755 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
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Units Sum X 
Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire 
Model 




Units Sum X 
Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire 
Model 
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Study Results 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Stress1 VON: von Mises 
Stress 
0.00055395








skali 3-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Displace-
ment1 
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skali 3-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
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Name Type Min Max 
Factor of Safe-
ty1 
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Model name: skali 3 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
Document Name and 
Reference 
Treated As Volumetric Properties 
Document 
Path/Date Modified 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Material Properties 




Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 















Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 
Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-1 
 





Components X Y Z Resultant 
Reaction force(N) 0.204588 1777 -2.38152 1777 
Reaction Mo-
ment(N.m) 









Reference: Top Plane 





Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal 
force 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 23.7032 mm 
Tolerance 1.18516 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 17084 
Total Elements 8511 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 41.838 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 3.5 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 3.87 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:05 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 
   




   





Location Sensor Details 
Stress1 
 
Value : 47.1935 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 




Value : 0.71901 mm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UX: X Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Mass1 
 
Value : 7886.70586 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass2 
 
Value : 7886.70586 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mini-
mum Factor of 
Safety1 
 
Value : 10.7006 
Entities : 
Result :Factor of Safety 
Component :Automatic 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
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Alert Value: NA 
Stress2 
 
Value : 47.1935 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.0277354 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement3  
Value : 0.00712755 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
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Step No.:1 







Units Sum X 
Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
Entire 
Model 




Units Sum X 
Sum Y Sum Z Resultant 
En-
tire Model 







   


















skali 3-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min 
M
ax 
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skali 3-Static 1-Displacement-Displacement1 
 
Name Type Min Max 







skali 3-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
Name Type Min Max 
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Model name: skali 4 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Material Properties 
Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 















Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 










Components X Y Z Resultant 
Reaction force(N) 16.7208 1740.75 2.48847 1740.83 
Reaction Mo-
ment(N.m) 





Load Image Load Details 
Force-1 
 
Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply 
normal force 





Reference: Top Plane 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 26.7451 mm 
Tolerance 1.33726 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 17323 
Total Elements 8578 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 49.746 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 2.83 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 3.81 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:06 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 
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Sensor Details 
 
Sensor name Location Sensor Details 
Stress1 
 
Value : 12928.1 psi 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement1 
 
Value : 0.00145137 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.0412069 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
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Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Stress2 
 
Value : 12928.1 psi 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass1 
 
Value : 10020.8217 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
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Stress3 
 
Value : 89.136 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 







Units Sum X 










Units Sum X 
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Study Results 
 
Name Type Min Max 










skali 4-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Displace-
ment1 
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skali 4-Static 1-Displacement-Displacement1 
 
Name Type Min Max 









skali 4-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
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Name Type Min Max 
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Model name: skali 5 
Current Configuration: Default 
Solid Bodies 
Document Name and 
Reference 
Treated As Volumetric Properties 
Document 
Path/Date Modified 
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Study Properties 
Study name Static 1 
Analysis type Static 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Thermal Effect:  On 
Thermal option Include temperature loads 
Zero strain temperature 298 Kelvin 
Include fluid pressure effects from 
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation 
Off 
Solver type FFEPlus 
Inplane Effect:  Off 
Soft Spring:  Off 
Inertial Relief:  Off 
Incompatible bonding options Automatic 
Large displacement Off 
Compute free body forces On 
Friction Off 
Use Adaptive Method:  Off 
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Units 
Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Material Properties 
Model Reference Properties Components 
 
Name: 7075-T6 (SN) 




Max von Mises 
Stress 










Poisson's ratio: 0.33   
Mass density: 2810 kg/m^3 
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Loads and Fixtures 
Fixture 
name 
Fixture Image Fixture Details 
Fixed-2 
 





Components X Y Z Resultant 
Reaction force(N) 0.54162 1713.67 6.28226 1713.68 
Reaction Mo-
ment(N.m) 
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Force-1 
 
Entities: 1 face(s) 
Type: Apply normal 
force 
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Mesh information 
Mesh type Solid Mesh 
Mesher Used:  Standard mesh 
Automatic Transition:  Off 
Include Mesh Auto Loops:  Off 
Jacobian points 4 Points 
Element Size 20.3345 mm 
Tolerance 1.01673 mm 
Mesh Quality High 
 
Mesh information - Details 
Total Nodes 21939 
Total Elements 10919 
Maximum Aspect Ratio 27.89 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio < 3 2.64 
% of elements with Aspect Ratio > 10 2.26 
% of distorted elements(Jacobian) 0 
Time to complete mesh(hh;mm;ss):  00:00:08 
Computer name:  LABA2WS05 









Sensor name Location Sensor Details 
Stress1 
 
Value : 51.0945 N/mm^2 (MPa) 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement1 
 
Value : 0.0266347 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
Component :UY: Y Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Displacement2 
 
Value : 0.0124107 cm 
Entities : 
Result :Displacement 
   
 -102- 
Component :UZ: Z Displacement 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
Mass1 
 
Value : 7737.3046 g 
Entities : 
Result :Stress 
Component :VON: von Mises Stress 
Criterion :Model Max 
Step Criterion : Across all Steps 
Step No.:1 
Alert Value: NA 
 
 


















































Name Type Min Max 
Stress1 VON: von Mises 
Stress 
0.00046761







skali 5-Static 1-Stress-Stress1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Displace-
ment1 
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skali 5-Static 1-Displacement-Displacement1 
 












skali 5-Static 1-Strain-Strain1 
 
Name Type Min Max 
Factor of Safe-
ty1 
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Unit system: SI (MKS) 
Length/Displacement mm 
Temperature Kelvin 
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Design Study Setup 
 
Design Variables 













Sensor name Condition Bounds Units Study name 
Stress1 is between Min:0   Max:252.5 N/mm^2 (MPa) Static 1 
Displacement1 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
Displacement2 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
 
Goals 
Name Goal Properties Weight Study name 
Mass1 Minimize Mass 10 - 
 
 






































































































mm 1 1 1 1 1 
Stress1 N/ - - - - - 






cm - - - - - 
Dis-
placement2 
cm - - - - - 

















































































3.5 4 1 1.5 2 





























































































































































































































































































































































Dis- c 0.0 - - 0.0 0.0
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paxos solina mm 3.5 4 
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Displacement1 cm 0.00048 0.00045 
Displacement2 cm 0.00848 0.00769 
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Design Study Setup 
 
Design Variables 













Sensor name Condition Bounds Units Study name 
Stress3 is between Min:0   Max:252.5 N/mm^2 (MPa) Static 1 
Displacement3 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
Displacement4 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
 
Goals 
Name Goal Properties Weight Study name 
Mass1 Minimize Mass 10 - 
 
 









































































































mm 1 1 1 1 1 
Stress3 N/ - - - - - 






cm - - - - - 
Dis-
placement4 
cm - - - - - 
















































- - - - - 




















3.5 4 1 1.5 2 
pxos m 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 




































































































































- - - - - 
Mass
1 





















































- - - - 
 





































































































- - - - 
0.0
1187 















































- - - - - 
Mass
1 
g - - - - - 
 





paxos solina mm 3.5 4 





Displacement3 cm - 0.00058 
Displacement4 cm - 0.01122 
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Design Study Setup 
 
Design Variables 













Sensor name Condition Bounds Units Study name 
Stress2 is between Min:0   Max:252.5 N/mm^2 (MPa) Static 1 
Displacement2 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
Displacement3 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
 
Goals 
Name Goal Properties Weight Study name 
Mass1 Minimize Mass 10 - 
 
 












































































































mm 1 1 1 1 1 
Stress2 N/ - - - - - 






cm - - - - - 
Dis-
placement3 
cm - - - - - 
















































- - - - - 




















3.5 4 1 1.5 2 
paxos m 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































paxos platis mm 3.5 4 





Displacement2 cm 0.02553 0.02774 
Displacement3 cm 0.00733 0.00713 
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Design Study Setup 
 
Design Variables 













Sensor name Condition Bounds Units Study name 
Displacement1 is between Min:0   Max:0.6 cm Static 1 
Displacement2 is between Min:0   Max:0.6 cm Static 1 
Stress3 is between Min:0   Max:252.5 N/mm^2 (MPa) Static 1 
 
Goals 
Name Goal Properties Weight Study name 
Mass1 Minimize Mass 10 - 
 
 
















































































































mm 1 1 1 1 1 
Dis- cm - - - - - 










- - - - - 
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paxos platis mm 3.5 4 
paxos solina mm 4 4 
Displacement1 cm 0.00147 0.00145 
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Design Study Setup 
 
Design Variables 















Condition Bounds Units 
Study name 
Stress1 is between Min:0   Max:252.5 N/mm^2 (MPa) Static 1 
Displacement1 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
Displacement2 is between Min:0   Max:0.2 cm Static 1 
 
Goals 
Name Goal Properties Weight Study name 
Mass1 Minimize Mass 10 - 
 
 












































































































mm 1 1 1 1 1 
Stress1 N/ - - - - - 






cm - - - - - 
Dis-
placement2 
cm - - - - - 
















































- - - - - 




















3.5 4 1 1.5 2 
paxos m 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































paxos platis mm 3.5 4 





Displacement1 cm 0.02459 0.02663 
Displacement2 cm 0.01285 0.01241 
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Mass1 g 7668.18 7737.3 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
 
